
WRITE A PLAY REVIEW KS2 PAST

This lovely theatre production review writing template includes the questions: " What happens?", "Who are the main
characters?", "What was your favourite part?.

Is the author famous? This isn't the plot, but rather the ideas behind the story. Is it an easy or a challenging
read? Are the facts shared accurate? Are they human? If you are aiming to get your review published in a
newspaper or on a reviews website , then you will need to write your review to a certain length and to fit a
particular format. What conflicts do they face? Let's keep that a surprise. What makes it special or
worthwhile? Would you want to read it again? Here are some examples of summaries reviewers from The
New York Times have written: "A new picture book tells a magically simple tale of a lonely boy, a stranded
whale and a dad who rises to the occasion. You may wish to include examples of these things. Is there
anything that would be helpful for the reader to know about the author? Will they be able to outsmart her and
escape? This quote begins George Orwell's novel  Do you think you felt what the author was hoping you
would feel? How long is the book? When you write about the setting in a review, include more than just the
location. It's pretty basic GCSE coursework stuff. If the book is a biography or autobiography, how
sympathetic is the subject? Choose the things that fit this particular book best. Is it funny? Share via Email
Compare and contrast Are there mistakes? Do you think other people would like it? Is it engaging and
conversational in tone? You may spend half of the review on this section. The best advice I can offer is to see
as much theatre as you can, write about everything that you see, and always write reviews that really reflect
what you felt about a show â€” not what you think you ought to have felt about it. As you write about the
theme, try to identify what makes the book worth reading. Is the book written in a formal or informal style?
What was your favorite part of the book? Use the following ideas as a guide, but remember that you should
not put all of this into a single review â€” that would make for a very long review! Ask yourself if there any
particular lines in the book that strike you as meaningful. The most important thing to remember is that you
must never give away the ending. PLOT What happens? How does the book compare to other books like it
you've read? If so, the theme is usually connected to that moral. Are the illustrations helpful? Has the
illustrator done other well-known books? Is it about the triumph of good over evil or friendship or love or
hope? Does the book belong to a series? Some possible questions to answer include: Who are the main
characters?


